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Abstract 

Credit Derivatives; Are these cards only for Banks? 

: Study on the Effects of Credit Derivatives like Synthetic CDOs on the 

Cost of Debt Capital 

 

Jang Tae Won 

Technology Management Economics and Policy Program 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

It has been widely believed that banks are safe enough to handle their own risks and 

do what they should to as members of society in Korea. After Jun 2008, global financial 

crisis made us think even banks are not safe and could be bankrupt with huge social 

damage. With all these consequences, credit derivatives are pointed as an axis of evil. The 

greed of financial institutions like banks, insurance companies, investment companies and 

private investors is told to be cause of these hazardous financial instruments; credit 

derivatives. But we need to see from the origin, not just consequences before we judge 

these financial instruments. Credit derivatives are derivatives with linkage of their price 

on reference asset’s status like credit rank, cash flow. When credit events happens, these 

instruments work as insurance options for protect buyer. It has been only 15 years for 

credit derivatives known to the public but, within 15 years, the size of contracts(notional 

amount) of credit derivatives has been soared 100 times. From CDS(Credit Default 
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Swap) as a basic credit derivative to synthetic CDOs(Collateralized debt obligations) as 

highly structured financial instrument, these credit derivatives has introduced to Korea in 

1997 by foreign investment banks. The size of contract has been enlarged from 30 million 

KRW in 1998 to 6 trillion KRW in 2011. This paper examined how these credit 

derivatives affect manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries on the matter of cost 

of debt capital. By TS2000 data base for industry variables, we examined 504 samples 

which consist of 36 KIS-9 classification middle class industries in 14 years from 1998 to 

2011. By measuring control variables such as industry size , beta, debt ratio, ROA and 

independent variables such as CreditDerivativeRatio(total notional amount of credit 

derivatives divided by total amount of loans held by banks) to examine the effect of credit 

derivatives on the cost of debt capital. Credit derivatives ratio works in negative direction 

on the cost of debt capital but the effects are different. In manufacturing industry, credit 

derivative has its smoothing effect with ROA on cost of debt capital. But in non-

manufacturing industry, credit derivative has its smoothing effect with asset size on cost 

of debt capital. In Korea, Credit derivatives like CLN and Synthetic CDOs are getting 

famous with their characters to meet customers target yield with adequate control. 

Increasing usage of credit derivatives are irreversible stream in global finance market, so 

we need to renew our perceptions on credit derivatives and think wisely toward the future 

of Korean financial market 

Keywords: Credit Derivatives, Cost of Debt Capital, Synthetic CDOs, CLN, CDS 

Student Number: 2008-21191 
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1. Introduction 

 

It has been told that subprime mortgage crisis brought global financial meltdo

wn, and CDS(credit default swap) is pointed as the core of this deadly crisis. Tha

t was how we normal people had heard about credit derivatives for the first time.

 Until global financial crisis from the late 2008, it is almost impossible for non-fi

nancial working people to hear this fresh and advanced financial instrument. This 

financial instrument, credit derivatives, was introduced to financial market in 1997.

 Basically, as a financial instrument, a credit derivative is a bilateral agreement wi

th a function of transferring risk from one party to another. The value of this fina

ncial instrument is based upon the possible virtue it could make from protecting u

nderlying assets credit risks. Explicitly Split credit risks from underlying assets to 

shift credit risks between the parties. It has been only 15 years that credit derivati

ves are introduced to the market but it has had super infancy. It only took 5 year

s from 1997 for financial market to use credit derivatives actively.  

Deal partners had been most famous world class financial investors such as JP

 Morgan Chase, UBS, Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley, Merrill L

ynch, Credit Suisse, Barclays. As we all know from the media, Lehman Brothers 

was within top 7 ranking among largest credit derivatives counterparty. This fresh 

and sensational financial instrument, credit derivative, could make extra present pa

ckage for risk hedging industry by world top investment firms, and could be right
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 and virtuous when it was under control. The social need from financial institutio

ns worldwide brought this instrument, credit derivative, to the stage and it would 

go hot juvenile period. According to the British Bankers Association (BBA), credit

 derivatives outstanding in notional amount had soared  from $180 billion in 1997

 to over $20 trillion in 2006. Report from International Swaps and Derivatives As

sociation(ISDA) said the size of credit derivative market $45 trillion by midyear 2

007 with annual growth of 125 percent from 2004 through 2006. Bank for Interna

tional Settlement (BIS) accumulated statistics of notional amount of credit derivativ

es from 2004 and said credit derivative market expanded from $6.4 trillion at the

 end of 2004 to almost $43 trillion as of June 2007. 

 

[Figure 1] Growth of Credit Derivatives 
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The main purpose of this study is to reveal linkage between credit derivatives a

nd real economy that covers all non-financial industry. It has been only 15 years 

since credit derivatives was introduced firstly in 1997. Industrial approach is used 

in data and analysis. 

In chapter 2, previous studies about credit derivatives and cost of debt capital i

s summarized. Main purpose of this study is to find relationship between credit d

erivatives and real economy that represented by industries. With virtuous role of c

redit derivatives to mitigate and allocate credit risks, banks and financial institutio

ns could use much complicated strategy to manage their risks and profitability. Re

lived risks would allow mush room for banks and financial institutions to operate 

loans in terms and sizes. If this environment works, the balmy wind would flow t

o real economy. Industries could have benefit on capital management such as debt

 managing. The cost of debt capital is certain ratio that shows clearly the situatio

n on that participant of borrowing other participants’ capital. If some industries or

 firms are sound, the cost of debt capital would be lower with low possibility of 

default or repudiation of debts. 

In chapter 3, model for reveal the relationship between the cost of debt capital 

and credit derivatives are introduced. Basically, many aspects could influence to th

e cost of debt capital. This paper has focus on industry view so variables would 

be prepared adequately for that. Off-balance character of credit derivatives makes 

detail analysis almost impossible. Fortunately because of the law about disclosure i
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n 1998, only small window of information is open to public such as total notiona

l contract amount and types of credit derivatives and whether this participant is pr

otection buyer or protection seller. 

In chapter 4,5 we show the results and implications we could derive from them. 

 

1.1 Characters of Credit Derivatives 

 

Credit derivatives had emerged drastically in financial market by strong needs 

from financial institutions, mainly banks. At first (and still the main purpose of it),

 credit derivatives were popular for one of powerful solution of hedging and diver

sifying credit risks and reduce risky assets for Basel capital ratio. The effort that t

ried to reduce credit risk exposure on loans has gradually made a risk as a tradab

le asset. 

This paper starts from characters of credit derivatives such as functions, valuati

on techniques and risk factors to enumerating various kinds of credit derivatives s

uch as   credit default swaps(CDS), total return swaps(TRS), credit linked notes(C

LN), synthetic collateralized debt obligation(CDO). This paper focuses on the view

 of effects of credit derivatives on real economy. By all means, there should be r

ational reason for soaring amount of credit derivative contracts. Consider this credi

t derivative as a conduit for financial system of real economy, this study show th

e virtuous function of credit derivatives as transferring and sharing risks. Explorin
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g effects of fine edge of financial instrument as a tool for steady, sound Korean f

inancial system, this study is mainly on cost of capital perspective. This paper foc

uses on cost of debt capital of Industry The conclusion considers credit derivatives

 as actively used instruments for virtuous functions to mitigate industrial burden f

or borrowing money for business. In the end, well controlled sharp tool could ma

ke financial market better and real economy efficient. 

Derivative like forwards and options as financial instruments have spawned ext

ra continuous derivatives spanned to complex hybrid, contingent, and path-depende

nt risks relation products. In the needs of strategic management of portfolio risk, 

balance sheet growth, exotic derivatives were structured. From the basic derivatives

 such as interest rate, currency, commodity, and even environmental linked options,

 credit derivatives fit neatly in this stream of evolution. 10 years ago, credit was 

one of the major components of business risk for risk-management products existe

d. Some insurance did a small role but no credit risk management for the loan p

ortfolio was possible. By insuring firms could avoid massive loss from the accide

ntal events. But, as time goes on, firms need tailored instrument for managing the

ir business risks like operation risks and counterparty risks. 

Purchasable insurance for firms risks were needed but it would not be that easy to find 

that kinds of market. Without risk sorting instruments, risk managing strategies were 

inefficient, largely because they could not separate credit risk from the asset with which 

that risk is associated. 
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Let’s consider a corporate bond, which contains a bundle of risks like duration, 

convexity, liquidity, and credit risk. If the only way to adjust credit risk is to buy or sell 

that bond, and consequently affect positioning across the entire bundle of risks, there is a 

clear inefficiency. Fixed income derivatives used to manage duration, convexity of bond 

positions. After all, credit derivatives were needed to complete independent management 

of default or credit spread risk. 

Credit risks are so vague in real world, so there should be some standard for making 

credit risks more recognizable. Even today, it is not easy to fine what would be the factors 

of credit risks, so it is difficult to manage credit risks actively. For huge banks with 

multiple loan system and various customers, managing risks are so important because it is 

not self-controlled and hard to foresight. The various loans and debentures has less risk 

exposure on interest rates and sovereign risks but it is exposed to liquidity risks and 

counterparty risks. These liquidity risks and counterparty risks are revealed when credit 

events happen. 

Credit risk management is a means of setting and adhering to notional exposure limits 

for portfolio management. In recent years of competitive market, lenders showed 

tendency to treat lending as a loss-leading for relationship development, and a mild credit 

rate for bank loan credit spreads. Credit risks subject financial institutions with loans and 

debentures to restrict from operating more actively and freely, because most of these 

loans and debentures reside where they are originated until maturity. In 1996, primary 

loans in the U.S. alone exceeded $900 billion, while secondary loan market volumes with 
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liquidity were less than $45 billion. 

Credit events are now standardized by ISDA (International Swap & Derivatives 

Association) for strong ground for credit derivatives. Defining what are credit events that 

affect contracts are so important because it is the rule for triggering in every contract with 

cash flow. Standardized credit events by ISDA are listed below. 

 

Bankruptcy, Insolvency, Default, Cross Default,  

Downgrade, Failure to pay, Repudiation, Restructuring 

 

 ‘Bankruptcy’ means filing for bankruptcy. Firms could be in insolvency problem but 

it is not the case always. Sometimes suddenly firms could be bankrupt with one-time 

event. ‘Insolvency’ is more common because this could come from the bad financial 

status with large debt or from small debt but blocked trade receivables and accounts 

receivables. Even with good condition on balance sheet, firms could be in insolvent. 

‘Default’ is specially used term for contract. Firms with normal shape in balance sheet 

and sales could be in situation with problems paying interests. This is closely linked 

insolvency but sometimes asset-loan management could bring this problem. If firm 

could not pay interests for few times or principal in some contract, firm goes default. 

Sometimes changing in shape of balance sheet makes firm downgraded. ‘Downgrade’ is 

event linked to credit rating. Credit rating is based on financial statements and internal 

information that firm provide to rating company. This rate could change with various 
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kinds of events even like owner’s embezzlement, misappropriation. ‘Failure to pay’ is 

similar to ‘Default’ but little bit small concept. By manager’s intention, ‘Repudiation’ 

and ‘Restructuring’ could also happen and these would send a bad signal to counterparty 

with their loans and receivables. 

Credit events shown above impact strongly to credit derivatives cause these are core 

conditions of derivative contract. Though some problems to solve are still on the way, 

credit derivatives opened new era of distribution for the credit risk of bank loans and 

many other instruments into the institutional capital markets. 

 

 

1.2 Types of Credit Derivatives 

 

1.2.1 CDS 

 

The Credit Default Swap (CDS) is a bilateral financial contract in which one c

ounterparty pays a periodic fee, typically expressed in basis points per annum, pai

d on the notional amount. When credit events happen on reference entity continge

nt payment take place by the protection seller. 

The definitions of a Credit Event, the relevant Obligations and the settlement m

echanism used to determine the contingent payment are flexible and determined by

 negotiation between the counterparties at the inception of the transaction. At first,

 the International Swap and Derivatives Association (ISDA) allowed a standardized
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 letter confirmation approving dealers to transact credit swaps under the observatio

n of an ISDA Master Agreement. The standardized confirmation allows the parties

 to specify the precise terms of the transaction from a number of defined alternati

ves. The evolution of increasingly standardized terms in the credit derivatives mar

ket has been a major development because it has reduced legal uncertainty. In 

early stages, legal uncertainty blocked the credit derivative market’s growth. This u

ncertainty comes from unexpected credit events rather than a defined price or rate 

move, making legal documentation for such transactions. 

Credit default swaps can also be written  on sovereign debt of a nation

 such as Treasury Bonds and Notes, baskets of corporate bonds, indexes of debt-issui

ng corporations, and even tranches of these indexes. It could be modulated to be  a 

basic ingredient on other financial structured product such as synthetic CDOs 

 

1.2.2 TRS 

 

A Total Return Swap(TRS) is also a bilateral financial contract designed to tra

de and transfer credit risks between parties like CDS, but a TRS is importantly disti

nct from a credit default swap in that it exchanges the total economic performanc

e of a specified asset for another cash flow. TRS are based upon changes in the 

market valuation of a specific credit instrument, whether a credit event happened 

or not. So, this TRS is more than on-off triggered structure like CDS. 
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Total return comprises the sum of interest, fees, and any change-in-value payme

nts with respect to the reference assets and loans. The change-in-value payment is 

equal to any positive or negative change in market value of the reference obligati

on, as usually determined on the basis of a poll of reference dealers. A net depre

ciation in value results in a payment to the total return payer. It is more like a real 

trade that exchange things. In TRS, only character of financial structure is exchanged as it 

is sold to other parties. As an alternative to cash settlement of the change-in-value p

ayment, total return swap can allow for physical delivery of the reference obligatio

n by contract at any maturity by the total return payer in return for a payment of t

he Reference Obligation’s initial value by the total return receiver. Maturity of the 

TRS is not required to match that of the reference obligation, and in practice rare

ly does. In return, the total return Receiver typically makes a regular floating, not 

fixed, payment of few bps more on LIBOR as a spread. 

 

1.2.3 CLN 

 

If we say previous CDS and TRS as a group in the aspect of hedging or trans

ferring risks of reference obligations with off-balance sheet character, credit-linked 

notes are funded balance sheet assets that offer synthetic credit exposure to a refe

rence entity in a structure designed to resemble a synthetic corporate bond or loan.

 Credit-linked notes are frequently issued by special purpose vehicles that hold so
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me form of collateral securities financed through the issuance of notes or certificat

es to the investor. The investor receives a coupon and par redemption, provided th

ere has been no credit event of the reference entity. The vehicle enters into a cre

dit swap with a third party in which it sells default protection in return for a pre

mium that subsidizes the coupon to compensate the investor for the reference entit

y default risk. The investor assumes credit risk of both the reference entity and th

e underlying collateral securities. When the event that the reference obligations def

ault, the underlying collateral is liquidated and the investor receives the proceeds 

only after the credit swap counterparty is paid the contingent payment. If the unde

rlying collateral defaults, the investor is exposed to its recovery regardless of the 

performance of the reference entity. This additional risk is recognized by the fact 

that the yield on the credit-linked note is higher than that of the underlying collat

eral and the premium on the credit swap individually. 

The cash flows of the credit-linked note it may be necessary to make use of a

n interest rate or cross-currency swap. At inception, this swap would be on marke

t, but as markets fluctuate, the swap may move into or out of the money. The inv

estor takes the swap counterparty credit risk accordingly. Credit-linked notes may 

also be issued by a corporation or financial institution. In this case the investor m

ight assume risk of the issuer and the reference entity to which principal redempti

on is linked. 
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1.2.4 Synthetic CDO 

 

Until now, from the simple bilateral contract of CDS, TRS to notes based upon

 credit changes of reference entities, they were quite simple and directly recogniza

ble financial instruments. With these basic credit transferring techniques, we could 

structure leveraged financial scheme. Form a big cash flow from the reference enti

ty, scheme design firm, normally SPC(special purpose company), set in three differ

ent rate of return programs called tranches. The protection seller who commits to i

ndemnify the protection buyer against the losses as a result of credit events 

such as bankruptcy has mostly leveraged position, his underlying exposure being  

mu c h  l a rge r  t ha n  h i s  n o t io n a l  amount  a t  s t a ke .  First tranche contract  

which is the most vulnerable at risks is called equity tranche, second tranche contract i

s called mezzanine tranche. The superior and the most safe tranche contract is called 

senior tranche. 

If the size of the first-loss piece is large enough to stand more than one credit 

event, the portion of notional having suffered a loss will either be liquidated at th

e time of default, or settled at maturity. In most first-loss structures, the coupons 

will step-down after the credit event, to reflect the reduction in the notional at sta

ke. However, in less risky tranches, such as mezzanine portion, it is often possible 

to build a coupon-protection feature without substantially deteriorating the overall r

eturn. This structure has its strong point at diversity in favor of investors. Three trenches 
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are so different in contract conditions. They don’t share much of risk from reference 

entity. Real allocation of credit risk of reference pool could be done by synthetic CDOs. 

 

[Figure 2] Scheme of Synthetic CDO 

 

Equity or mezzanine credit portions can be transferred either in unfunded form or 

via credit-linked notes. In addition, more recent variations of leveraged credit linke

d notes have combined credit derivatives and existing Collateralized Debt Obligatio

n (CDO) or Collateralized Bond Obligation (CBO) technology to build structures 

where the portfolio of credit default swaps is not static but managed by investor 
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or other party. 

 

2. Literature Reviews 

 

The main purpose of this study is to reveal linkage between credit derivatives 

and real economy that covers all non-financial industry. It has been only 15 years

 since credit derivatives was introduced firstly in 1997. Because of this short histo

ry of this financial instrument, not many researches has been done yet. This paper

 has its main focus on cost of debt capital of industries. The cost of debt capital

 is one of big source for firms in various industries to secure a budget for their 

operations. Various industries such as mining industry, paper industry, leisure indus

try, car industry, food industry, distribution industry compose a real economy of a 

country. A real economy interact with financial industries such as banking industry,

 insurance industry, credit card industry, lease industry, securities industry by maki

ng some cash flows and contracts. Firm’s capital mainly consists of two parts, on

e is firm’s own capital so called personal net worth, and the other is debt from o

utside of firm. This paper focuses on outside source of capital, debt in the sense 

of emerging financial needs of credit derivatives. To meet the academic goal of th

is linkage, literature review should be composed in three parts. First, studies about

  credit derivatives are needed for understand credit derivative’s own character. Se

cond, it should be reviewed that studies on cost of capital especially cost of debt
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 capital. Finally, there should be any linkage between cost of capital and credit de

rivatives when we consider the origin and purpose of credit derivatives. So, studie

s about linkage and effect of credit derivatives to cost of capital should also be r

eviewed. So far, credit derivatives didn’t have much attention from academic litera

ture and huge real economy has ignored these instruments. There should be a flo

w in review process, which is in one story. In the study of credit derivatives, we

 should understand why this credit derivatives are used, and how it is valued. Cre

dit risks and credit events are crucial to credit derivatives contract and overall rea

son that credit derivatives market soared in its size.  

 

Tkac(2007) mentioned conceptually, any innovation like credit derivatives that s

eparate risks allows these risks to be priced more efficiently. Market Participants 

who wants to hedge and liquidize capital more freely for their highest-valued coul

d use efficiently and thus has greater good could be made not only for financial 

markets but also for real economy. 

Greenspan (2005) and Geithner (2006) argued Credit derivatives enable credit r

isk transfer between banks and non-bank financial institutions and this risk transfer

 is frequently cited as a stabilizing factor in the financial system. By reducing co

ncentrations of risk exposures at individual banks and spreading credit risk widely

 banks could be able to hold loans and debentures.  

Joint Forum (2005) argued that even the size of risk transfer is relatively smal
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l, risk transfer at some individual firms may be substantial, at least in comparison

 to total credit risk in the banking system such as international group of banking,

 securities, and insurance regulators. 

Duffee and Zhou (2001) argued that ability to transfer credit risk through credi

t derivatives allows efficient control of risk management and the optimal allocation

 of bank’s capital. By managing loan portfolios, banks make a series of related de

cisions about risk exposure and profitability by lending capital. They argued that c

redit derivatives enabled banks to reduce credit risk exposures in a more dynamic

 and flexible way over term structure of a loan. 

Hirtle(2007) argued greater use of credit derivatives is associated with greater s

upply of bank credit for long-term loans. Hirtle(2007) found explores whether use

 of credit derivatives is directly related with an increase in bank credit supply by

 using Call Reports of quarterly financial information of all U.S. commercial bank

s and loan-level data from the Federal Reserve’s Survey of Terms of Business Le

nding (STBL). His finding suggested that the benefits of the growth of credit deri

vatives would still be limited only for famous large firms. He argued credit deriva

tive’s impact was mainly on the terms of lending such as longer loan maturity an

d lower spreads rather than on loan volume.  

Hirtle(2007) showed when credit derivatives protection rises, long-term loans w

ith average maturities increase and new loan flows increase, and spreads fall. Stan

dard deviation increase in credit derivatives protection brought 0.021% drop in int
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erest rates and a six-month increase in average loan maturity. For short-term loans

 and lending done under loan commitment, however, the results were not clear in

 one direction and mixed. Even after offsetting positive and negative effects of in

creased credit derivatives protection across new loan amounts, maturities, and sprea

ds, the results on short-term loans indicate a positive effect on supply of these ty

pes of loans, the impact is economically small. 

Partnoy and Skeel(2006) showed the benefits and risks of credit derivatives in 

systemic view. They tried to create a framework for a more general scholarly disc

ussion of credit derivatives. Focus of their study was on legal, regulatory system 

and systemic risks of credit default swaps and collateralized debt obligations and s

uggested reform in three areas, disclosure, credit ratings and non-debtor terminatio

n right in bankruptcy. They argued ISDA’s monopolization should be released and

 market participants should register their transactions of credit derivatives for redu

cing systemic risk and efficient risk management. Credit rating information also sh

ould be in public for better pricing and hedging by rulemaking through SEC(the 

US Securities and Exchange Commission). 

Gibson (2007) argued that banks use single-name credit derivatives primarily to

 hedge large exposure risk from individual corporate borrowers, a view echoed by

 the chief risk officer of a major U.S. commercial bank 

Minton, Stulz, and Williamson (2006) found that US bank holding companies 

with assets in excess of one billion dollars from 1999 to 2005 with higher shares
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 in loans and investment banking debenture are more likely to be net purchasers 

of credit derivatives protection. However, their focus is more on explaining whethe

r or not banks purchase credit derivatives protection rather than on the impact of 

credit derivatives on bank loan supply. They find that in 2005 the gross notional 

amount of credit derivatives held by banks exceeds the amount of loans on their 

books. Only 23 out of 395 banks used credit derivatives and most of their derivat

ives positions are held for dealer activities rather than for hedging of loans. They

 concluded that the credit derivatives’ usage in banks to hedge loans is limited be

cause of adverse selection and moral hazard problems. Accounting matter was cruc

ial before Basel II adapted to the market because hedge accounting through credit

 derivatives was impossible as credit derivatives were OTC(Over-the-counter) prod

uct. They were questioning about the extent to which the use of credit derivatives

 makes banks sounder but this problem has been solved when Basel Committee o

n Banking Supervision agreed adapting Basel II  regulations that allowed on credit

 derivatives’ function of transferring credit risk in some manner. 

Ashcraft and Santos (2007) studied the impact that the onset of CDS trading h

as on the spreads that underlying firms pay to raise funding in the corporate bond

 and syndicated loan markets. They argued that they could not find evidence that 

increasing CDS trading lowers the cost of debt capital for average borrowers. 

 

In the concept of cost of debt capital, not like previous researches on credit d
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erivatives, many empirical researches could be found. Because of a long study hist

ory on firm’s financial structure and capital optimum, lots of studied are done in 

the sense of cost of debt capital or debt pricing. By reviewing these studies, we c

ould find important factors that affect cost of debt capital. Normally, cost of debt 

capital is based on firm specific information, so most of studies are in firm size 

view. 

Go and Lee (2012) tested 4148 samples of firms to see relationship between inf

ormation asymmetry and cost of debt capital. Capital market is called imperfect in

 many reasons and one of big part of those is information symmetry. Go and Lee

 showed empirically as it is believed that if there is more information asymmetry,

 there is higher cost of debt capital. The cost of capital is consist of cost of equi

ty capital and cost of debt capital, and cost of debt capital reflects firm’s situation

 more clearly. When a firm issue a bonds or borrow capital from banks, there sh

ould be contractual interest rates and lump sum of those interest rates create cost 

of debt capital. 

Park(2011) argued incremental informational value of credit rating, even after ot

her financial information of firm is controlled. In the concept of credit rating, fir

m’s financial information is crucial part in valuation of check the profitability and

 ability to pay interests to lenders. He showed empirically from 46,616 unlisted c

ompanies in Korea that credit information which is not always open to public had

 more value than financial information which is open to public. This incremental i
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nformation from credit rating had extra value and positive effect to lower cost of 

debt capital. Better credit rating firms have lower cost of debt capital. 

Amihud and Mendelson(1986) argued if there is information asymmetry, this asy

mmetry affect to bid-ask spread would be bigger and this brought transaction cost.

 Finally, this transaction cost will be concluded in higher cost of debt capital 

Easley and O’Hara (2004) argued if there is information asymmetry, it sends a 

signal to investors that investors without information feel nervous and unfavorable.

 When investors feel disadvantaged, that investor would be passive and this lower

 attraction on that firm to invest, finally, higher cost of debt capital 

Ashbaugh-Skaife et al(2006) showed corporate governance of a firm could affect

 cost of debt capital. Better Information clearance and environment allow more pr

ecise financial information to investors and it could have positive effect to lower 

cost of debt capital. 

Lee(2010) showed the association between corporate disclosure quality and cost 

of debt capital. His study stuctured disclosure quality as independent variable is d

etermined as disclosure quality score rated by Korean Corporate Governance Servi

ce. Cost of debt capital as dependent variable is defined as KIS Value bond ratin

gs measured , disclosure quality has a significant negative influence on cost of de

bt capital. His result indicates that disclosure quality decreases cost of debt capital

 by reducing information asymmetry between managers and investors, and thus by

 cutting down the risk premium for the companies with high disclosure quality. 
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3. Research Models and Methods 

 

 It has been only 15 years since credit derivatives were emerged in financial ma

rket. With their own role, credit derivatives could mitigate bank’s exposure of cred

it risk form firms. By improvement of financial method in credit rating, credit ris

k spread models, firm’s credit risk now a little bit more tradable. Liquidity in cor

porate bond in second market has been quite limited because of low credit rating 

and investors caution on information asymmetry in firm’s financial situation. Large

 portion of bank loans were illiquid, and even banks wants to use liquidation tech

nique such as CLO(collateralized loan obligation), ABCP(asset backed commercial 

paper), reputation and customer relations problem occurs. When banks liquidate the

ir loans from firms by traditional technique, they should transfer legal rights of as

set or loans to get them out of the book. It could cause problems in relationship 

between banks or bank and firms because loans to firms are a core way of profit

 to banks. Credit derivatives could alleviate this problem drastically. Credit derivati

ves are off-balance contracts so we could not find details in the book but lump s

um notional amount. So, any debtor could not know their debt is transferred to ot

her financial institution that shows the bank’s view in low credit of that firm. In 

market, this kinds of information is crucial sometimes cause market participants co

uld believe this liquidation of loans could send a signal of bad financial situation 

of that firm. Default and bankruptcy has always been a problem in financial mark
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et and has a huge impact, so banks do not want send these kinds of information 

to the market. Credit derivatives could do their role in liquidation of loans but no

t off the book. In this manner, credit derivatives could transfer risks of loans that

 is exposed to credit risk of firms. One thing we should keep in mind is credit d

erivatives are contract between parties, which implies that nobody could not force 

or distort credit derivative market intentionally. Many banks and other financial ins

titutions involved in credit derivative contract and they do not gamble with this m

assive amount of deal. This implies soaring size of credit derivative market doesn’

t mean financial market is in speculation and gambling. There should be protectio

n buy side and protection sell side in their own strategy. 

 

In modeling, control variables on cost of debt capital are adapted from previous

 studies about cost of debt capital. To get financial data from Korean firm, TS200

0 tool by Korea Companies Information is used. For 14 years of period,

 and from 36 industries by KIS-9, 504 samples of industry panel data has collected.  

 Sengupta (1998) showed the size of a firm is related to cost of debt capital of 

a firm through market risk. When a firm size gets bigger, impact from the market

 risk is lower. This means when a market changes such as interest rates, currency

 rates, industrial condition of market, bigger firms are easy to stand still and this 

brought a benefit in lower cost of debt capital from financial market. So, firm’s si

ze, which we use in logarithm, might have negative relationship with cost of debt
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 capital. Pittman and Fortin (2004) showed debt ratio also should be included in 

control variables of cost of debt capital. Total debt is divided by total asset to get

 debt ratio and this might have positive relationship with cost of debt capital. Ret

urn on asset(ROA) also need to be included when we find out relationships aroun

d cost of debt capital. Francis et al. (2005) showed profitability is important facto

r in evaluating cost of debt capital. With higher profitability, risk of default or ba

nkruptcy downsized, so ROA might have negative relationship with cost of debt c

apital. Interest coverage ratio means firm’s ability to cover interest cost from their

 income. By Ziebart and Reiter (1992), firms with higher interest coverage ratio h

as less likely to default or financial problem. So, Interest coverage ratio might ha

ve negative relationship with cost of debt capital. For industrial approach, we use 

industrial variables that could reflect industrial characteristics. Beta of each industr

y needs to be included because industry beta shows industrial character in systema

tic risk of those industries. Sengupta (1998) said beta refers risk from the market 

as a proxy so it could show how companies or industries are related to market w

hich is market standard bench mark such as NYSE, KOSPI. In this study, firms b

elongs to KOSPI have a bench mark KOSPI Index, firms belongs to KOSDAQ h

ave a bench mark KOSDAQ Index to calculate beta of each industry. Book to ma

rket has important role these days, in the aspect of market’s view on that matter. 

This indicator could be derived from firm’s own equity divided by total market va

lue. Lee (2008) showed if book-to-market ratio is high, those firms have lower gr
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owth rate and market’s prospect.  

 To build an adequate model for revealing the relationship between the cost of d

ebt capital and credit derivatives, we use this basic building variables as a basis a

nd now add new variables which could represent or reflect effect of credit derivat

ives. 

This model uses Firm Size, Debt Ratio, ROA, Interest coverage ratio(ICR), Indu

stry Beta, Book to Market ratio as control variables and credit derivatives ratio to 

total loans of Banks in Korea(CDR), Moderation variables like CDRTA, CDRROA, 

CDRICR as independent variables. In this model, the cost of debt capital is a dep

endent variable that we could get from firm’s balance sheet, and by TS2000 data 

system, Industry total interest fee and total Debt. The cost of debt capital comes f

rom ratio of interest fee and total debt of each industry.  With these control 

variable, we set up 3 hypothesis based on credit derivatives character. 

 

H1. Credit Derivatives Ratio will have negative relationship with cost of debt capital. 

 

Credit derivatives ratio is a ratio that notional amount of credit derivatives divided by 

total loans form banking industry in Korea. This ratio means how actively credit 

derivatives are used. Credit derivatives have its own function to mitigate and transfer 

credit risks from loans so banks could have more room for managing risks and if banks 

have enough room to manage risk this could have warm effect to real economy that is 
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shown in lowering cost of debt capital. 

 

H2. CDRTA will have negative relationship with cost of debt capital on Total Asset. 

 

By multiplying independent variables, we could find moderation effect of our new 

impact factor, credit derivative ratio, on each control variables. These kinds of moderation 

effects are crucial because when some financial instrument is implied, original influence 

of control variable on depending variable could be changed. The direction of moderation 

effect is important for interpretation of statistic results. When it shows plus sign then it 

would help to increase cost of debt capital on that specific control variable which is 

multiplied by CDR in this model. When the moderation beta has  negative sign that 

means it would help to decrease cost of capital on that specific control variable which is 

multiplied by CDR in this model. By doing this moderation, we could find specific 

smoothing effect of credit derivatives’ effect on cost of debt capital 

 

H3. CDRROA will have small negative relationship with cost of debt capital on ROA. 

H4. CDRICR will have small negative relationship with cost of debt capital on ICR. 

 

When banks do lending, credit rating is crucial factor for that contract. But it is not 

easy to measure credit rating in numerical way to calculate. Original rating is shown as 

follows. When we see that, it is easily understood that translating credit rates such as ‘AA’ 
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into numbers to use in statistics is very hard and vulnerable. It could not have statistical 

meanings when it is mixed with other numerical values like ROA, AssetSize. So, I 

dropped credit rating in this model on measuring credit derivative’s effect on cost of debt 

capital in manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries 

 

[Figure 3] Credit Rating Basis; KIS-Value 

 

So, as previous understanding and hypothesis on credit derivatives, main model frame is 

following and I enhanced the dependent variables in two additional ways, which is 

considered rational on previous studies. variables in this model is shown below. 
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[Table 2] Variables in Model 

 

IndustryAsset = Total size of firm's asset in each industry 

DebtRatio = Total debt of each industry divided by total asset of each industry 

ROA = Net income divided by total asset  

Name of Variables Description of variables Source 

IndustryAsset Total size of firm’s asset in each industry Balance sheet 

DebtRatio Total debt divided by total asset of industry Balance sheet 

ROA Return on Asset; Net income divided by total asset Balance sheet  

Income statement  

ICR Ratio of EBIT divided by Interest Cost Income statement 

IndustryBeta Wighted stock price of each Industry(KIS-9) KRX(한국거래소) 

BooktoMarket Ratio of Book value and market values(Total lump sum of market 

stock price) 

KRX(한국거래소) 

Balance Sheet 

CreditDerivativesRati

o(CDR) 

Ratio of notional amount of credit derivatives to total financial 

loan to industries mainly by banks  

Notes(Financial 

Statement)     

Balance Sheet 

CDRTA CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times Total Assets  Balance sheet      

Notes 

CDRROA CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times ROA Balance sheet      

Notes 

CDRICR CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times ICR Balance sheet      

Notes 
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ICR = Ratio of EBIT divided by Interest Cost  

IndustryBeta = Weighted stock price of each Industry (KIS-9)  

BooktoMarket = Ratio of Book value and market values 

(Total lump sum of market stock price)  

CreditDerivativesRatio = Ratio of notional amount of credit derivatives to total financial 

loan to industries mainly by banks  

CDRTA = CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times Total Assets(log scale) 

CDRROA = CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times ROA 

CDRICR= CreditDerivativesRatio(CDR) times ICR 

 

 

Model Y1 

 

Model Y2 

 

Model Y3 

 

 

 

Difference between 3 Models (change in dependent variables for three models.) 
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Y1= Cost of Debt Capital 

Y2= Cost of Debt Capital  – Interest rate of CD 91days (Spread) 

Y3= Cost of Debt Capital  – Coupon rate of Korean National Bond with 3 year Maturity 

(Spread) 

 

With the same model, we used other proxy for cost of debt capital to check out to firm 

our hypothesis.. First we use cost of debt capital as dependent variable y1 by industry 

data by TS2000. Second, we will deduct coupon rate of Korean Nation Bond with 3 year 

maturity from y1 to get y2. This y2 means interest rate spread that firms in industries 

should pay more to cover their risks. Third, we will deduct coupon rate of CD(Certificate 

of Deposit) 91day maturity from y1 to get y3. This y3 also means interest rate spread and 

this CD rate have been basis for valuating lending interest rate. Firms would have slightly 

but not strongly different borrowing rate because of whole economic situation but CD 

91day interest rate is heavy to move so very low volatility is show. So, steady spread 

could come out from this spread y3 . 

 

 

4. Results 

 

Models on this study are based on cost of debt capital model that previous researchers 

developed. It has 6 control variables and 3 independent variables and 3 independent 

variables are included to reveal whether credit derivatives have relationship with cost of 
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debt capital or not. As previous research studied, credit derivatives have their own 

virtuous function to mitigate risks of bank loans and deploy risks with whom who wants 

to be protection seller for high return. In the era of low interest rates such as 0.25% in U.S. 

treasury bonds with 2 year maturity, only 0.75% for 5 year maturity, high yield which is 

from 4% to 9% is possible by this kind of exotic options such as CDS, TRS. Financial 

structure is getting much complicated with credit derivatives, so participants should 

calculate and decide whether that kinds of credit derivatives are good for them. 

Theoretically, credit derivatives enables transferring credit risks on reference entity and it 

could bring room for loan holder, lender, the banks. We can see by the result of this model 

that it was meaningful that using credit derivatives is effective to lower industries’ cost of 

debt capital. Credit derivatives ratio which is derived from credit derivatives notional 

amount divided by entire loan held by banks. This ratio means activeness of using credit 

derivatives. Unlike U.S. , in Korea it has been under 0.05% that the amount of credit 

derivatives could hedge by spreading risks. By panel data analysis with 322 samples in 

manufacturing industry and 182 samples in non-manufacturing industry. In Overall, 36 

industries of KIS-9 middle class for 14years  

The result shows strong negative effect of credit derivatives ratio which means 

activeness of credit derivatives , and as our H1 predicted, when credit derivatives are 

actively used then cost of capital and spread of interest rate which implies coverage for 

firm’s risk, is getting lower. Interactions are shown not only manufacturing industries but 

also non-manufacturing industries with meaningful t-score and P percentile. 
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Moderation effect of credit derivatives on cost of debt capital with total asset, ROA an

d ICR is key point of this study. Because of main purpose of credit derivatives is smoothi

ng the risks on debentures so that loans could be issued easily. When we see our 3 models

 with 6 results. So, H2, H3 is partially accepted. But H4 is not accepted. Result. 
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[Table 2] Results of Panel Analysis with Fixed effect 

  y1   y2   y3 

  
Result 1 

(Manu-) 

Result 2 

(NonManu) 
  

Result 3 

(Manu-) 

Result 4 

(NonManu) 
  

Result 5 

(Manu-) 

Result 6 

(NonManu) 

         
IndustryAsset -0.022*** -0.083*** 

 
-0.029*** -0.021** 

 
-0.020*** -0.016** 

 

(0.003) (0.002) 
 

(0.010) (0.009) 
 

(0.006) (0.007) 

Debtratio 0.000*** 0.001*** 
 

0 0 
 

0.000* 0.000* 

 

(0.000) (0.000) 
 

(0.000) (0.000) 
 

(0.000) (0.000) 

ROA -0.002*** -0.001 
 

0.005*** -0.001* 
 

-0.002*** -0.001* 

 

(0.000) (0.000) 
 

(0.001) (0.001) 
 

(0.000) (0.000) 

ICR 0.000 -0.000* 
 

0 0 
 

0.000* 0 

 

(0.000) (0.000) 
 

(0.000) (0.000) 
 

(0.000) (0.000) 

IndustryBeta 0.000 0 
 

0 -0.004*** 
 

0 -0.003***   

 

(0.001) (0.000) 
 

(0.002) (0.001) 
 

(0.000) (0.001) 

BooktoMarket 0.004*** 0.001 
 

0.005*** -0.006*** 
 

0.004*** -0.005***  

 

(0.001) (0.000) 
 

(0.001) (0.001) 
 

(0.001) (0.001) 

CreditDerivativesRatio -7.017** -5.274*** 
 

-9.230 -18.290** 
 

-7.214 -14.964*** 

 

(2.962) (1.884) 
 

(1.766) (7.661) 
 

(5.127) (5.599) 

CDRTA 0.380 0.507* 
 

-0.002 2.396** 
 

0.707 1.837** 

 

(0.002) (0.293) 
 

(0.006) (1.191) 
 

(0.752) (0.006) 

CDRROA 0.397*** 0.088 
 

0.979*** 0.4490 
 

0.531*** 0.315 

 
(0.000) (0.068) 

 
(0.000) (0.280) 

 
(0.188) (0.204) 

CDRICR -0.000 0.011 
 

0.005 0 
 

0.004** -0.017 

 (0.001) (0.011)  (0.004) (0.000)  (0.002) (0.034) 

year dummy excluded excluded 
 

excluded excluded 
 

excluded excluded 

Industry dummy excluded excluded 
 

excluded excluded 
 

excluded excluded 

N 322 182 
 

322 182 
 

322 182 

r2 0.695 0.356   0.199 0.374   0.22 0.461 

Standard errors are in parentheses; ∗∗∗: Significant at the 1% level or higher; ∗∗: Significant at the 5% level; 

∗: Significant at the 10% level (all in a one-tailed test). 
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We should check the correlation between variables for model. A table of pairwise correlation between variables  

 

 [Table 3] Pairwise correlation of Main Model Y1

 Y1 Cost of Debt Capital IndustryAsset DebtRatio ROA ICR IndustryBeta BooktoMarket CDR CDRTA CDRROA 

Cost of Debt Capital 1 
         

IndustryAsset 0.0489 1 
        

DebtRatio 0.2372 0.0488 1 
       

ROA -0.0230 0.237 -0.2623 1 
      

ICR 0.2946 -0.0226 -0.0442 0.1924 1 
     

IndustryBeta 0.3293 0.2944 -0.0939 0.2115 0.0486 1 
    

BooktoMarket 0.0046 0.3295 0.0564 -0.0569 -0.0395 -0.2177 1 
   

 
CDR 0.2701 0.0045 -0.2346 0.2589 0.105 0.1445 -0.1608 1 

  

CDRTA 0.2427 -0.3447 0.0493 -0.1714 -0.1146 -0.1695 -0.0019 -0.042 1 
 

CDRROA 

0.2525 -0.0588 0.0941 -0.1624 -0.0655 -0.0897 0.0412 -0.8129 0.2879 1 

CDRICR 

0.0735 -0.0220 -0.0412 0.1787 0.9989 0.0463 -0.0374 0.1061 0.0925 0.2638    
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5. Conclusion 

In this study we showed what is credit derivatives and what is their own functions.  

This results showed that credit derivative has its smoothing effect with ROA on cost 

of debt capital in manufacturing industry of Korea. But in non-manufacturing industr

y in Korea, credit derivative has its smoothing effect with asset size on cost of de

bt capital. Credit default swaps being traded out so rapidly and compose a basis of 

other credit derivatives. Although, it is common to public to understand credit derivatives 

as a evil that brought global financial crisis, credit derivatives have their own function. In 

this study, we developed a model for credit derivatives to check their relationship 

between real economy. The road for this goal is on the bank that banks need to use more 

credit derivatives for their own risk management but also industrial money flow. If there 

will be any room on banks because of credit derivatives to lend more capital but the effect 

was little bit different on manufacturing and non-manufacturing industries. Lower cost of 

debt capital could encourage investment of firms.      

As previous research studied, credit derivatives have their own virtuous function to 

mitigate risks of bank loans and deploy risks with whom who wants to be protection 

seller for high return. In the era of low interest rates, high yield but high risk financial 

chances are out there but without credit risk hedging it is too dangerous .By using CDS, 

TRS, financial structure is getting much complicated such as synthetic CDOs.  Among 

credit derivatives, synthetic CDOs are main key for the future of credit derivatives. 

Because CDS and TRS is bilateral contract which is not easy to settle. But, synthetic 
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CDOs are basically based on CDS and could combine investors with different risk favor. 

So, much easily, liquidation by CDOs could happen. We showed by empirical testing 

result that it was meaningful that using credit derivatives is effective to lower industries’ 

cost of debt capital. Credit derivatives ratio is especially meaningful which is derived 

from credit derivatives notional amount divided by entire loan held by banks. By panel 

data analysis with totally 504 from 36 industries of KIS-9 middle class for 14years, the 

result shows strong negative effect of credit derivatives ratio which means activeness of 

credit derivatives .When credit derivatives are actively used then cost of capital and 

spread of interest rate which implies coverage for firm’s risk, is getting lower. Interactions 

are shown not only manufacturing industries but also non-manufacturing industries. 

Credit derivatives ratio works in negative direction on the cost of debt capital 

but the effects are different. In manufacturing industry of Korea, credit derivative ha

s its smoothing effect with ROA on cost of debt capital. But in non-manufacturin

g industry in Korea, credit derivative has its smoothing effect with asset size on co

st of debt capital. 

 Based on this results, researches on synthetic CDOs should go further cause it is not 

popular in Korea yet. CDS and CLN is not popular in Korea but, by product’s nature, 

synthetic CDOs have much benefit for every participants in financial market. Even 

investors form non-financial market could be beneficial to wide use of fine and fancy 

techniques such as synthetic CDOs with good care. As governmental policy, strict law on 

risky financial instruments should be controlled and managed financial instruments like 
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synthetic CDOs are need to be encouraged. Friendly environment for credit derivatives in 

Korea will help industries have more chances to invest and rubricate real economy 
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 Appendix 1 : Results from panel data  

 

 

[Table 4]  Statistics of variables of model Y1 in manufacturing industry 
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[Table 5]  Statistics of variables of model Y1 in non-manufacturing industry 
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[Table 6]  Statistics of variables of model Y2 in manufacturing industry 
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[Table 7]  Statistics of variables of model Y2 in manufacturing industry 
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[Table 8]  Statistics of variables of model Y3 in manufacturing industry 
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[Table 9]  Statistics of variables of model Y3 in non-manufacturing industry 
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[Table 10] Pairwise correlation table for model Y2 

 

 

[Table 11] Pairwise correlation table for model Y3 

Y2(Spread from KrB3Yr) Cost of Debt Capital IndustryAsset Debtratio ROA ICR IndustryBeta BooktoMarket 
CreditDeri 

vativesRatio 
CDRTA CDRROA 

Cost of Debt Capital 1 
         

IndustryAsset 0.0322 1 
        

Debtratio -0.0947 0.1507 1 
       

ROA 0.1078 0.2021 -0.1408 1 
      

ICR -0.0386 -0.0032 -0.0376 0.1289 1 
     

IndustryBeta -0.0838 0.1881 -0.0605 0.0799 0.0282 1 
    

BooktoMarket -0.2186 0.3062 0.1214 -0.0367 -0.0316 -0.1543 1 
   

CreditDerivativesRatio 0.2322 0.0099 -0.2054 0.1566 0.0849 0.0576 -0.1962 1 
  

CDRTA 0.056 -0.1459 0.0711 -0.0871 -0.1121 -0.1262 0.0971 -0.0393 1 

 
CDRROA 0.0145 -0.0124 0.0863 -0.0627 -0.0543 -0.0654 0.0733 -0.8223 0.2581 1 

CDRICR 0.211 0.012 0.344 0.004 -.0114 0.221 0.001 0.341 0.412 0.113 

Y3(Spread from CD91) Cost of Debt Capital IndustryAsset Debtratio ROA ICR IndustryBeta BooktoMarket 
CreditDeri 

vativesRatio 
CDRTA CDRROA 

Cost of Debt Capital 1 
         

IndustryAsset 0.0352 1 
        

Debtratio -0.0981 0.1507 1 
       

ROA 0.0809 0.2021 -0.1408 1 
      

ICR -0.0472 -0.0032 -0.0376 0.1289 1 
     

IndustryBeta -0.0975 0.1881 -0.0605 0.0799 0.0282 1 
    

BooktoMarket -0.2406 0.3062 0.1214 -0.0367 -0.0316 -0.1543 1 
   

CreditDerivativesRatio 0.2988 0.0099 -0.2054 0.1566 0.0849 0.0576 -0.1962 1 
  

CDRTA 0.0715 -0.1459 0.0711 -0.0871 -0.1121 -0.1262 0.0971 -0.0393 1 

 
CDRROA -0.0401 -0.0124 0.0863 -0.0627 -0.0543 -0.0654 0.0733 -0.8223 0.2581 1 

CDRICR 0.012 0.023 0.241 0.131 0.231 0.182 0.349 0.029 0.098 0.112 
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Appendix 2 : Default Rate Table which is used for calculating  

interest rates in banks loans and corporate bonds. 

 

 

[Figure 4]KIS Idealized Default Rate Table, Rating Methodology 
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초   록 

 

본 연구의 핵심은 대한민국 금융기관의 신용파생상품 거래 확대와 이에 의

해 금융기관이 제공하는 여신확대성향이 결과적으로 기업의 자본조달비용에 

긍정적인 영향을 미치며 이는 결국 기업의 투자기회 확대로 이어져 산업투자 

확대에 긍정적인 영향을 미친다는 것을 보이데 있다. 신용파생상품이란 기업

의 부도확률 과 같은 신용정보를 투자의 기저 조건으로 하여 그 신용의 변화

에 따라 투자 수익이 변하는 금융상품을 말하는데, 최근들어 금융기관들이 그

들의 대출여신에 내포된 신용위험을 줄여 경영 건전성을 강화하려는 목적에서

 이러한 파생상품을 점차 활용하기 시작하였다. 등장한지 15년 남짓 된 신용

파생상품의 짧은 역사 때문에, 기존의 신용파생상품 관련 연구들은 신용파생

상품의 가치평가 기준이 되는 신용등급 모형 모델링, 신용파생상품의 리스크 

전가성향 등을 연구 핵심으로 잡아왔다. 이에서 나아가 본 연구는 이러한 신

용파생상품의 활용이 단순히 은행간 금전이동의 수단으로 그치지 않는 다는 

것을 실증적으로 증명하기위해 은행의 여신활동과 산업의 타인자본비용의 연

관성을 파악하는데 주력하였다. 재무적 관점에서 타인자본비용이 낮을수록 저

렴하게 타인자본을 활용할 수 있게 되어 기업의 투자활성화에 유리하므로 은

행의 여신확대는 실물경제 활성화에 긍정적인 영향을 미칠 수 있다. 

각 산업의 재무자료는 한국상장사협의회의 TS2000 시스템을 이용하였고,

 국내 은행의 총 여신량과 총 신용파생상품 자료는 금융감독원의 전자공시시
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스템 자료와 은행연합회 자료를 사용하였다.  

본 연구는 대한민국 금융기관의 신용파생상품 거래와 거래소에 상장된 유가

증권,코스닥 상장사를, KIS-9 산업 분류에 기초하여 기업의 데이터를 산업 

데이터로 취합하고 신용파생상품의 여신대비 활용률과 신용등급을 독립변수로 

하여 고정모형 패널 데이터 분석을 실시하였다. 국내에 신용파생상품이 도입

된 이후 관련 거래정보를 공시하도록 한 1998년 이후부터 2011년에 이르는 

기간동안 신용파생상품 활용의 활성화가 제조업과 비제조업의 타인자본비용에 

미치는 연관성을 실증적으로 밝혀내었으며, 분석 결과 국내 금융기관의 신용

파생상품의 활용 활성화가 제조업과 비제조업 모두의 타인자본비용 감소에 강

한 유의적 의미를 지니는 것으로 밝혀졌다. 특히, 제조업에 있어서는 신용파

생상품이 총자본순이익률의 타인자본비용에 미치는 영향을 스무딩 하는 것으

로 나타났고 비제조업에 있어서는 신용파생상품이 총자산의 타인자본비용에 

미치는 영향을 스무딩 하는 것으로 나타났다. 이러한 결과는 Synthetic CDO

와 같은 복잡한 신용파생상품의 설계에 있어서 그 기초자산의 풀링시 산업 특

성을 고려하여야 한다는 것을 의미한다. 본 연구의 분석 대상은 대한민국 상

장사였지만 ,  후속 연구에서는 신용파생상품 시장이 우리나라보다 월등히  큰 

미국의 자료로 분석을 시도할 필요가 있다. 신용파생상품 시장의 확대는 시대

적 필요와 흐름이므로 앞으로 CDO풀링 등 특성의 면밀한 분석이 이루어져야 

한다. 

주요어 : 신용파생상품, 자본조달비용, 합성CDO, 유동화, CDS, CLN  

학  번 : 2008-21191 
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